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widely used in abdominal surgery; their mechanical properties and biocompatibility can
be improved by obtaining lignocellulose fiber composites [2]. Aerogels have multiple
uses in the field of biomaterials; the synthesis of new such systems or the search for
materials that are increasingly accessible or with improved properties, being a continuous
challenge. The properties of aerogels are crucial for potential applications in the biomedical
field, and the improvement of their mechanical and thermal characteristics are reported,
including for medical applications that require these properties [3]. One of the most
widely used biocompatible polymers is polylactic acid. Hydroxyapatite compounds of this
polymer can be successfully used as precursors for 3D printing, as well as for obtaining
polymeric biomaterial membranes with potential applications in osteointegration or various
separations [4]. The synthesis and characterization of composite films based on polyvinyl
alcohol, cellulate nanofibrils and carbon quantum dots have been reported, alongside
the potential applications of films obtained in package manufacturing that have special
properties (antibacterial, transparent and resistant to ultraviolet [5]). In the field of the
optical properties of biomaterials, the capacity and staining mechanism for horn claw (a
biocompatible material obtained from biomass) were investigated [6]. The clogging of
polymer membranes, especially of separations of viruses or bacteria, is a major problem
in the field of the separation of these species. A large study has been reported on the
synthesis of silicone rubber composite membranes and graphene oxide with remarkable
anti-clogging properties [7]. Moreover, the study showed, in the first place, the influence of
the color of the surface of the membrane under conditions of hydrodynamic separation
(instead of the conditions of static separation)—the reported data opening a new scientific
field. In the field of precursors for implantable dental materials, a new composite based on
poly-methyl methacrylate and ZrO2 was reported—the composite material proving to have
remarkable mechanical properties compared to classical resin [8]. Cellulose derivatives are
among the most widely used biocompatible polymers due to the fact that their degradation
exclusively releases glucose. For this reason, cellulose-based composites are the most
studied and developed precursors at present. Of the many fillers that can be used, graphene
(with potential applications in tissue engineering) [9] and hydroxyapatite (especially for
osteointegration) [10] are presented in detail in two reviews.
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